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Abstract
Geo-social media have become an established data source for spatial analysis of
geographic and social processes in various fields. However, only a small share of geo-social
media data are explicitly georeferenced, which often compromises the reliability of the
analysis results by excluding large volumes of data from the analysis. To increase the number
of georeferenced tweets, inferred locations can be extracted from the texts of social media
posts. We propose a customized workflow for location extraction from tweets and
subsequent geocoding. We compare the results of two methods: DBpedia Spotlight (using
linked Wikipedia entities), and spaCy combined with the geocoding methods of
OpenStreetMap Nominatim. The results suggest that the workflow using spaCy and
Nominatim identifies more locations than DBpedia Spotlight. For 50,616 tweets posted within
California, USA, the granularity of the extracted locations is reasonable. However, several
directions for future research were identified, including improved semantic analysis, the
creation of a cascading workflow, and the need to integrate different data sources in order
to increase reliability and spatial accuracy.
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1

Introduction

‘Geo-social media data’ refers to social media posts that have a geospatial reference. This
geospatial reference may be explicit or implicit. Explicit references include geographic
coordinates measured by a smartphone’s built-in location capabilities, for example by accessing
a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) sensor or nearby Wi-Fi access points.
Alternatively, an explicit place tag can be added by the user. Implicit references include a place
or location name that a user mentions in their post. Most geo-social media analysis approaches
use explicitly georeferenced data with a GNSS reference, because of their high accuracy,
technical accessibility and lack of ambiguity. However, only a small share of social media posts
(roughly 2–10%) are explicitly georeferenced (Cheng et al., 2010; Laylavi et al., 2016). The low
number of georeferenced posts reduces the sample size used for analysis, thereby
compromising the reliability of the results.
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Although some research efforts have been made over recent years to identify precise user
locations in social media posts, challenges still remain in extracting and geocoding places with
high recall and fine spatial granularity. This paper addresses these shortcomings through a
customized workflow for inferred place extraction from tweets, and compares two different
geocoding methods: DBpedia Spotlight (DBpedia) and a tailored workflow using spaCy, for
location extraction; OpenStreetMap (OSM) Nominatim, for geocoding locations extracted by
spaCy.

2

Related Work

Although Twitter offers an extensive data source, the relatively small number of explicitly
georeferenced tweets poses a challenge in validating the authenticity of a tweet text. Over the
years, research has been conducted to increase the percentage of geotagged tweets by
extracting and geocoding implicit locations within posted tweets. For example, Das & Purves
(2019) geocoded inferred locations in tweets to detect traffic events; Yaqub et al. (2018) used
geocoding of inferred locations of tweets to map user sentiments during the 2016 US
presidential elections. Although both studies showed high percentages of extracted locations,
their results did not include a validation of the geocoded places.
Lee et al. (2014) extracted and geocoded locations from tweet posts linked to Foursquare.
Their results found that 34% of the extracted locations were within a 250 m radius of the
GNSS position provided. Whilst this result seemed highly satisfactory, the increase in
georeferenced locations found by Lee et al. is biased towards Foursquare users and is not
representative of the population of social media users as a whole. Another closely related study
was conducted by (Laylavi et al., 2016), who geocoded tweet locations by giving priority to the
finest-grained locations from textual content, or from users’ profile locations, or from placelabelled locations. Their approach returned an accuracy of 60% of predicted locations within
a 10 km radius, surpassing most state-of-the-art extractions. However, their results were
obtained from a final sample of just 2,409 tweets out of ~90k tweets. In this research, we
attempt to return a high accuracy of geocoded locations with a minimal loss of tweet sample
size.

3

Methodology

The primary focus of this research is on extracting and geocoding inferred locations from
tweets to increase the number of georeferenced social media posts for geospatial analysis. Our
study uses two established tools for named entity recognition, namely DBpedia (Mendeset al.,
2011) and spaCy’s pre-trained ‘en_core_web_trf’ model.1 We used both DBpedia and spaCy
in order to better assess the performances of the two models for future studies.
DBpedia Spotlight builds upon Wikipedia data and provides links to DBpedia resources
following a four-stage process of entity extraction, outlined in (Mendes et al., 2011). spaCy, on
1

https://spacy.io/
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the other hand, extracts entities based on the context of a word’s use and is hence not limited
to a list of entities within a gazetteer, as is the case with DBpedia. However, unlike DBpedia
which can perform both extraction and geocoding, spaCy does not have a built-in geocoding
service. We therefore used OSM’s Nominatim to geocode entities extracted using spaCy;
DBpedia performed both tasks itself. Figure 1 shows our general workflow. Detailed steps in
chronological order will be found in section 3.1.

Figure 1: General Workflow.

3.1 Detailed workflow
Data: To enable the validation of our method’s performance, we based our analysis exclusively
on tweets containing a GNSS position; the performance is measured through the displacement
distance between the geocoded location and the tweet’s given GNSS position. We used a
random subset of 56,052 tweets posted within the San Francisco Bay Area in California, USA,
between April 2013 and May 2019. After pre-processing this dataset, we ended up with 50,616
tweets.
Pre-processing: Tweets are short, unstructured and noisy. The nature of the unstructured
text makes pre-processing necessary to allow applicability of natural language processing
methods. We performed text pre-processing in five stages.
First, we removed non-English tweets to simplify our analysis. Second, we substituted @
characters with the word ‘at’ to avoid false negatives in entity extraction due to non-matching
words to be looked up in the DBpedia gazetteer, and ambiguous syntax for spaCy entity
prediction. Third, we removed emojis, web addresses and hash-tag signs as we could not
extract any locational information from these characters. We then discarded empty cells that
resulted from the preceding step. Since our analysis was greatly interested in extracting the
user’s current location, as a final pre-processing step, using keyword filtering, we eliminated
tweets with either future or past locational reference, and automatically-generated tweets such
as weather, news or marketing messages.
Location extraction: DBpedia’s performance in entity extraction is based on values assigned
to the parameters ‘confidence’ (range between 0 and 1) and ‘support’ (integer values starting
from 1) (Mendes et al., 2011). While high-confidence values increase accuracy, they risk
omitting valuable entities. Likewise, higher support values discard all entities with Wikipedia
in-links of less than the defined support value. Since we did not have an annotated dataset, we
manually checked 100 tweets for the best support and confidence value pairs. A confidence
level of 0.4 with a support value of 10 gave a more acceptable balance for both accuracy and
recall.
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The spaCy pre-trained model has locational entities divided into four classes: Geopolitical
Entities (GPE), Facilities (FAC), Organisations (ORG) and Locations (LOC). GPEs are
administrative units such as countries, states and cities. FACs include buildings, airports,
highways, bridges etc., while the class ORG includes companies, agencies and institutions.
LOC defines remaining location entities like street names, mountains, lakes or rivers. Using
spaCy’s pre-trained ‘en_core_web_trf’ model, we first extracted all four types of location entity
separately. We then paired LOC, FAC and ORG to the corresponding GPE entity (when
available) in order to reduce locational ambiguity between common entities such as building
names.
Displacement computations: To assess the geocoding accuracy, we computed the
displacements as geodesic distances between Twitter’s GNSS points and the coordinates that
resulted from using either DBpedia or Nominatim.
Generating statistical results: We computed the frequency distributions of displacement
values for DBpedia and spaCy. We then evaluated various groupings of spaCy entities to find
an entity grouping that gave higher accuracy and recall in predicting the user’s location. We
gave higher priority to precise locations (i.e. FAC, ORG and LOC linked to a corresponding
GPE entity) than to individual location entities such as ORG or LOC. It should be noted that
a geocoded tweet was counted only once in the grouping regardless of possibly having more
than one geocoded entity. That is, a tweet with FAC and GPE was counted once in the group
of FAC_GPE and discarded from both FAC and GPE individually.

4

Results

Figure 2 presents an overview of the number of tweets with an extracted location, and the
percentage of geocoded locations. Overall, spaCy returns a higher number of entities (18,448)
in comparison to DBpedia (11,701). However, DBpedia shows a higher percentage (96.0%) of
geocoded entities than Nominatim (91.8%) for combined spaCy entities. When analysing
spaCy entities separately, our results show lower geocoded percentages, especially for the
precise locations. LOC_GPE returned approximately 68.0% geocoded locations, while
ORG_GPE and FAC_GPE returned fewer than 50% geocoded locations. The FAC and ORG
entities also showed relatively lower percentages of geocoded locations (70.9% and 58.9%
respectively).
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Figure 2: Number of tweets with location entity extracted (log scaled); and percentage of geocoded
entities for DBpedia, and spaCy with Nominatim.

The statistical results of the computed displacements for spaCy’s geocoded entities are shown
in Table 1. Overall, the precise locations, FAC_GPE, ORG_GPE and LOC_GPE, show
higher cumulative percentages for lower displacements (81.9%–87.4% within 10 km radius) in
comparison to the individual location entities (28.2%–74.2% within a 10 km radius). On the
other hand, the individual locations returned higher absolute numbers (1,493–11,426)
compared to the precise locations (530–1,676).
Table 1: Displacement statistics for spaCy geocoded locations.

spaCy geocoded entities were grouped starting with precise locations (Group A), with further
groups being created as follows:
Group A = FAC_GPE + LOC_GPE + ORG_GPE.
Group B = Group A + GPE.
Group C = Group B + FAC.
Group D = Group C+ LOC.
Group E = Group D + ORG.
Priority was given to entities with the highest cumulative percentage within a 5 km radius (see
Table 1). Table 2 shows the displacement results of the DBpedia and spaCy entity groupings:
there is an inverse relationship between the cumulative frequency and percentage of each
displacement class. DBpedia showed a lower overall cumulative percentage within a 5 km
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displacement compared to spaCy’s groupings, and the lowest cumulative frequency of
geocoded entities apart from Group A.
Table 2: Displacement statistics for groupings of spaCy geocoded locations and DBpedia

5

Discussion and Conclusion

This study set out with the aim of proposing a workflow for extracting locational information
from tweets. Using tweets with GNSS positions, we extracted and geocoded location mentions
in tweet texts and compared these locations with the tweets’ GNSS positions. We presented
two sets of results: (1) locations extracted and geocoded by DBpedia Spotlight; (2) locations
extracted by spaCy and geocoded using Nominatim.
We note that our location extraction and geocoding methods will have great potential to yield
finer results, once a more detailed and comprehensive analysis has been carried out. Our
groupings using spaCy (Table 2) showed remarkable results, with 84.2% being within a 10 km
radius of the actual user location. This result surpasses that of (Laylavi et al., 2016), who
returned only 60% for the same radius and sample size of tweets. Although these results
seemed satisfactory, the high percentages were achieved at the expense of sample size. Hence,
we present as our main results spaCy’s Group B, which retained a high sample size (10,021),
with 76.4% of the retained tweet locations within a 10 km radius. DBpedia retained a rather
lower sample size (7,924), with 70.7% within a 10 km radius.
Multiple reasons help explain our failure to obtain 100% accuracy. First, although keyword
filtering was used to remove location mentions that were not the user’s actual location, we
admit that this method was not robust. Undesired tweets were likely to have been left in the
sample due to mismatches or ambiguous sentence structures leading to errors in geocoding
the users’ actual locations. Second, the presence of ambiguous place names leads to obtaining
wrong locations. Organisation entities such as ‘McDonalds’ were all geocoded to the
headquarters, leading to large displacement values. When combined with a GPE entity, the
displacement was reduced but also geocoded to the main store/location, despite there being
potentially multiple locations in one city.
Our next set of steps for a complete analysis will hence be to increase the grammatical filtering
of place mentions, and to combine tweets from single users to disambiguate mentioned
locations based on locational trend analysis. In terms of geocoding with Nominatim, our
results have shown that although Nominatim is well capable of geocoding locations down to
street level, it fails to geocode place names written in a different syntax. This concurs with the
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finding of (Di Rocco et al., 2016). We take note of this limitation and make two proposals for
a more comprehensive assessment. First, we consider additional pre-processing steps before
geocoding extracted locations. Second, we propose linking Nominatim OSM to other
geocoding services.
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